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Patented Jan. 7, 1930 
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UNITED STATES PATENT office 
REIN HOLD BUKow, of LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK, ASSIGNOR. To HARDMAN, PECK 

& Co., OE NEW YORK, N, Y., A CORPORATION OF NEW YORK 
EXPRESSION CONTROL 

Application: filed November 19, 1927. serial No. 234,359. 
This invention relates to mechanism used 

in connection with a player piano action 
whereby different shades of musical expres 
sion are directly, reproduced in accordance 
with certain perforations provided on the 
music sheet. In the embodiment of the inven 
tion shown the degree or the shade of expres 
sion is determined by the magnitude of ex 
haust transmitted from the main exhausting 

lo means to the striker pneumatics of the play 
er action and the magnitude of force trans 
mitted, is under control of certain pneumati 
cally actuated valves and means are provided 
for augmenting the opening movements of 

15 certain valves inaccordance with the perfora 
tions in a music sheet. 
The invention will be fully apparent from 

the following specification when read in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings and 

20, will be defined with particularity in the ap 
pended claims. 

In the drawings, Fig. 1 is a diagram show 
ing a conventional tracker bar, player action 
and exhausting, means combined with my im 25 provedl expression mechanism; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section 
through the expression, mechanism, the Sec 
tion, being taken on the line 2-2 of Fig. 8, 
certain valves being shown in the position 

30 they assume when the third degree of expres 
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sion above initial tension is effective; . . . 
Fig. 3 is a horizontal section on line. 3-3 

of Fig. 2; - 
Fig. 4 is a similar horizontal section taken approximately on line 4-4 of Fig. 2; parts 

being broken away to reveal details below the 
normal plane of section; » ? 

Fig. 5 is a vertical cross-section on line 5-5 
of Fig. 2 through the so-called initial tension or pianissimo. (PP) pneumatic; 

Fig. 6 is a section on staggered line 6-6 of Fig.2 through the piano (P) pneumatic; 
Fig. 7 is a section on line 7-7 of Fig.2 

through the forte pneumatic; . 
Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic view illustrating 

an alternative arrangement of certain parts. 
Referring in detail to the drawings, 10 rep 

resents the usual tracker bar having a plural ity of openings. 12 therein, usually eighty 
eight, in number corresponding to the eighty 

eight notes or keys in a piano. In addition 
to the openings 12, at one end the tracker bar 
is provided with openings a, b, c and d, these 
being connected by ducts 1, 2, 3 and 4 with 
the separate expression control devices to be 
described. - 

The perforated music sheet S as shown is 
perforated at a, b, c and d. for coaction 
with the tracker openings a, b, c and d. These 
perforations are made in the music sheet so 
as to nake it possible to reproduce a musical 
composition with the expression with which 
it is intended to be rendered by the composer, 
these sheets usually being perforated from a 
master hand-played record. 
Each of the note openings 12 in the tracker 

bar is connected by a suitable duct 14 with 
a chamber 16 in the player action element 18. 
There are a multiplicity of these elements 18 

O called a player action. When air is admitted 
and they collectively form what in the art is 
to the chamber 16 of the action a diaphragm 
20 is lifted and this raises a valve 22, which 
pel'inits exhaust from chamber 24 to commu 
ilicate through passage 26 with a small action 
pneumatic 28. The collapsing of this pneu 
imatic swings a projection 30 thereon which in 
turn transmits its movement to an extension 
32 formed on the sticker bar 34, the upper 
end of which strikes the whippen 36 which is 
pivoted at 38. This whippen asis well known 
transmits the motion of the pneumatic to the 
hanmer of the piano action which strikes the string. All of the pneumatics 28 of the player 
action communicate with a chamber or wind 

wind chest 24 communicates with a main duct 
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85 chest 24 such as shown in Fig. 1 and each 
40 of the player action which is connected by 
means of a pipe or other conduit 42 with a 
chamber 44 formed in the expression unit. 
The expression unit indicated as a whole 

at Ein Fig. 1 is connected by means of a suit 
able tube or conduit 46 with an exhausting 

90 

device which in the case illustrated comprises 
bellows 48 actuated by a suitable foot-trea 
dle 50, said bellows being connected with an equalizer belows 52. 
The magnitude of exhaust transmitted 

from the exhausting means 48 to the striker 
pneumatics of the player action is controlled 
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by the port area of certain valves to be here 
inafter described which form component 
parts of the expression mechanism embody 
ing my invention. 
In the embodiment illustrated, I provide 

for four different shades of musical expres 
sion above pianissimo (PP) or normal ten 
SOI) 

Piano (P) or first step above initial ten 
sion tone is controlled jointly by bellows A, 
A? and A9, (Fig. 4). 

Mezzo-forte tone or second step above ini 
tial tension is controlled by bellows B acting 
in conjunction with bellows A. 

Forte tone or third step above initial ten 
sion is controlled by pneumatic C acting in 
conjunction with pneumatic A. The pneu 
matics B and C are connected by a bar 54 
so that they move together and said pneu 
matics are inverted as compared with the 
pneumatics A and A and the arrangement is 
such that a collapsing movement of either 
pneumatic B or C will tend to expand pneu 
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matic A. This is brought about by means 
of a rocking, aim 56 pivoted at 58 to bracket 
60, the arm being connected by a link 62, to 
the upper end of pneumatic C, said link be 
ing connected at its lower end by means of 
a link 64 with the pneumatic A. As thus 
arranged, it is clear that when either pneu 
matic B or C is collapsed the pneumatic A 
will be expanded. The pneumatics A, A, B and Care se 
cured to the back wall of the expression unit 
wind chest element indicated as a whole at 
W. This wind chest includes chambers 66, 
68, 70, 72 and 74, the chamber 66 being con 
nected with the aforementioned suction pro 
ducing means by the conduit 46. Communi 
cation between chambers 66 and 68 is con 
trolled by a pouch actuated valve 76 located 
opposite the port 78 connecting said cham 
bels. The chambers 68 and 70 are connect 
ed by a port 80. Communication between 
chamber 70 and 72 is controlled by a pouch 
actuated valve 82. Both chambers 72 and 
74 are adapted to communicate with the 
chamber 44 which is connected by means of 
the conduit 42 to the player action. The 
ports 84 connect the chamber 72 with the 
chamber 44. Similarly, ports 86 and 88 con 
nect the chamber 74 with the chamber 44. 
The passage of air through ports 86 and 88 
is controlled by pouch actuated valves 90-92, 
and these valves are only opened at such times 
that the tracker openings b and c are uncov 
ered by the perforations band d" of the music 
sheet, as hereinafter described. 

Bellows A at all times is in communica 
ition with the chamber 72 through port 94. 
This bellows is also normally in communi 
cation with chamber 74 through port 96 but 
the effective area of port 96 is controlled by 
a flap valve 98 which comprises a substan 
tially rectangular block having a piece of 
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Soft leather or sheep-skin glued to one face 
thereof, the upper end 100 of said leather 
forming a pivotal support for the valve. A 
spring 102 serves to press the valve 98 toward 
its seat but the valve is normally held open 
a slight distance by means of a stop 99 (Fig. 
3) Secured to the movable board 104 of the 
bellows, said stop engaging the extension 106 
of the flap valve. The pneumatic A' is nor 
mally distended by means of a spring 108 
hence at all times the valve 98 is held par 
tially opened by means of pneumatic A'. 
The amount of valve opening thus secured is 
sufficient to pass enough exhaust wind to 
produce the lowest or softest tones herein 
spoken of as initial tension. To secure piano 
(P) expression, I provide means of augment 
ing the opening movement of the flap valve 
98, this being effected through finger 99 by 
the actuation of the pneumatic A' located 
within the pneumatic A. 
foration at of the music sheet uncovers track 
er opening (t. This permits atmospheric 
pressure flowing through duct 1 to lift pouch 
110. This causes valve 112 to be lifted so 
as to shut off wind from the interior of pneu 
matic A' to the interior of pneumatic A 
aid at the same time valve 114 is lifted so 
as to admit atmospheric air through port 
116 to the interior of pneumatic A', which 
course results in augmenting the opening 
movement of the flap valve 98. The cham 
ber 111 above the pouch 110 is normally un 
der the influence of exhaust wind which is 
communicated through port 113 leading to 
the interior of the pneumatic A'. 
When piano (P) expression is transmitted 

to the player action, it is understood that 
valves 82, 90 and 92 are closed and that ex 
haust is transmitted from the exhausting 
means to the player action through a port 
area which is controlled by the flap valve 
98. The exhaust so transmitted passes from 
chamber 68 through a port 118 controlled 
by a pivoted flap valve 120 into the bellows 
A and through port 122 to chamber 74 thence 
through port 96, past flap valve 98 and out 
through port 94 to chamber 72 and ports 84 
to chamber 44 thence by way of conduit 42 
to the striker pneumatics of the player ac 
tion. - 

To. Secure forte mezzo expression, a per 
foration b’ in the music sheet uncovers the 
port l in the tracker bar. This admits at 
mospheric air through duct 2 which results 
in lifting the pouch 124. This results in 
lifting valve 126 and thus opens communica 
tion between chamber 128 and the interior of 
bellows B through port 130. The chamber 
128 is connected by means of port 132 with 
the interior of bellows A which it will be 
remembered is in communication with the 
vacuum chamber 68. Thus the effect of 
opening valve 126, causes the pneumatic B 
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The pneumatic 
A° is brought into play whenever the per 
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to be collapsed. This collapsing movement 
acting through lever 56 and links 62 and 64 
results in further expanding the pneumatic 
A. This pneumatic carries a finger 134 
which upon the expanding movement of 
the pneumatic increases the opening move- . 
ment of the flap valve 120 thereby increas 
ing the port area controlled by said valve. 
The lifting of valve 126 also opens com 
munication from chamber 128 to chamber 
91 below the pouch valve 90, the chamber 
91 being connected by means of a duct. 136 
with a port 138 located adjacent the valve 
126 as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. So long as 
valve 126 remains in its raised position, suc 
tion will hold the valve 90 open and per 
mit a high degree of suction to be trans 
mitted through the port 86 to the player 
action. Thus the exhaust wind may be said 
to be shunted around the pneumatic A'. 
Similarly, when the perforation c' in the 
music sheet uncovers tracker opening c, at mospheric pressure transmitted through the 
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exert a greater opening. movement on the 

duct. 3 will lift pouch 140 which in turn will 
lift valve 142 to the position shown in Fig. 
2. This will establish communication from 
chamber 128 to chamber 93. located below 
valve 92 through duct. 144. Thus the polich 
will be collapsed and the valve 92 opened so 
as to uncover port 88. At the same time, 
suction from chamber 128 will be trans 
mitted through port 146 to the interior of 
bellows C as indicated in Fig. 7. This will 
collapse bellows C and through rockingle 
yer 56 and links 62 and 64 pneumatic A will 
be further expanded with the result that a greater opening of flap valve 120 will be 
effected. It is noted that the size of bellows 
C is greater, than that of bellows B-hence 
it will be appreciated that pneumatic C will 
valve 120 than that exerted by pneumatic B. 
To secure the loudest tones, the fortissimo perforation d' uncovers port d of the tracker 

bar. This permits atmospheric air flowing 
through duct 4 to lift a pouch 148 and lift 
valve, 150. This act cuts off communication 
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from chamber 152 (which is connected with 
exhaust chamber 70 by conduit 153) to 

& chamber 154 below the pouch 156. The 
chamber 154 is connected by a conduit 158 
with a port 160 located above the valve 150. 
When the valve 150 lifts it also lifts a valve 
162 located in a chamber 164 which is open 
to atmosphere. Thus atmospheric air flow 
ing through port 160 and conduit 158 acts 
on the pouch. 156 thus lifting the valve 82. 
This provides a direct passageway for a high 
degree of suction through chamber 72 and 
ports 84 to the conduit 42 leading to the 
player action. Because of this unrestricted 
flow, a high magnitude of suction is trans 
simo tones are produced. 

For convenience in manufacture and as 
mitted to the action " and the loudest fortis 

alignment. 

3. 

sembly of parts, the wind chest, W, is pro 
vided with connections 168, 170 and 172 con 
nected with various pneumatics, usually em 
ployed in player pianos which are not shown 
as they form no part of the present invention. 
The expression mechanism is equipped also 

with a spring pressed, exhaust valve 174 
located in a chamber 176 which is open to 
atmosphere. This valve is adapted to be 
actuated by the pouch 178 which is lifted 
when atmospheric air is admitted through a 
tube-180 upon the opening of a silencer push 
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button 182. The opening of flap valve 174 is accompanied by a closing movement of 
3. valve 76. Thus it is seea that when the pouch 

178 is lifted, suction from the main bellows 
is entirely cut off and the player action and 
expression mechanism is vented to atmos 
phere and is, therefore, rendered non-opera 
tive. This silencer push button is usually 
actuated when it is desired to suppress the 
playing of certain parts of a selection repre 
sented by the perforated music sheet. As 
soon as the silencer button is released, the playing will be resumed. 
In the arrangement above described, the 

ducts 2 and 3 lead directly from the tracker 
bar ports b and 0 to the chamber 128. Such 
an arrangement operates satisfactorily in 
connection with music sheets in which no two expression perforations are in alignment. 
The arrangement is also satisfactory even 
though the expression perforations are in 
alignment provided the instrument is manu 
ally pumped. With a motor pump instru 
ment it is desirable to provide means for pre 
venting simultaneous actuation of the valves 
126 and 142 so as to prevent transmission of 
too high a degree of suction to the player 
action. Ordinarily, the rolls or music sheets 
adapted for use with the instrument illus 
trated do not have expression perforations 
arranged in horizontal alignment, therefore, 
if proper rolls are used, the tracker ports b 
and : c will never be simultaneously un 
covered. However, users of musical instru 
ments frequently buy their music rolls indis 
criminately and certain manufacturers pro 
vide rolls in which the sheets are provided 
with expression perforations in horizontal 

To meet this situation, I may provide the alternative arrangement shown 
in Fig. 8 in which a valve box 184 is inter 
posed between the tracker bar port b and 
chamber below pouch 124 (Fig. 2). The 
valve box 184 includes a chamber 186 contain 
ing a valve 188 which when lifted closes oft 
communication between ports 190 and 192. 
Thus, it is clear that when the valve 188 is 
elevated even though port b in the tracker bar 
is uncovered, such uncovering of the tracker 
bar port by an abnormal music sheet will not 
be effective to lift pouch 124 and valve 126. 
The valve 128 is arranged to be lifted by a 
pouch 194 whenever the tracker port c is 
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uncovered by a perforation in the music sheet. 
The pouch 194 is located above the chamber 
196 which communicates with a branch 3 
connected to a Y fitting 3 interposed in the 
expression duct 3. Above the pouch 194 
there is a vacuum chamber 198 which con 
nects by means of a pipe 200 to a vacuum 
chamber 128, Fig. 2. A suitable bleed-port 
not shown will permit communication be 
tween chambers 196 and 198. 
While I have described quite specifically 

the details of the embodiment of the inven 
tion illustrated, it is not to be construed that 
I am limited thereto since various modifica 
tions and substitution of mechanical equiva 
lents may be made by those skilled in the art 
without departing from the invention as de 
fined in the appended claims. 
What I claim is: - - 
1. In combination with the striker pneu 

matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a plurality of pneu 
matics which are normally under exhaust, 
valves coacting therewith and one of which 
is always open during normal operation, and 
means for augmenting the opening move 
ments of said valves so as to vary the air 
rarefaction or magnitude of exhaust trans 
mitted to said striker pneumatics. 

2. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a plurality of pneu 
matics which are normally under exhaust, 
normally open valves coacting directly with 
each of said pneumatics, and supplemental 
means controlled by the music sheet for aug 
menting the opening movements of said 
valves so as to vary the air rarefaction or 
magnitude of exhaust transmitted to said 
striker pneumatics. 

3. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a plurality of pneu 
matics which are normally in communication 
with said suction producing means, a cham 
bered Wind chest between the latter means 
and said pneumatics, valves within respective 
pneumatics controlling the magnitude of ex 
haust from the wind chest through said pneu 
matics, means moved by said pneumatics for 
actuating said valves, and means for aug 
menting the opening movements of said 
valves. 

4. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a plurality of pneu 
matics, a wind chest having chambers formed 
therein, respective valves for said pneumatics 
controlling communication between each 
pneumatic and an associated chamber in said 
wind chest, means whereby said pneumatics 
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actuate said valves and supplemental means 
arranged to operate in conjunction with said 
pneumatics for modifying the movement of 
said valves. 

5. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism including a wind chest having one 
chamber communicating with said exhaust 
ing means and another chamber communicat 
ing with said striker pneumatics, a pneu 
matic having a valve operatively connected 
there with adapted to control the port area 
through which exhaust is transmitted from 
One of said chambers to the other, a supple 
mental pneumatic and connections whereby 
a collapsing movement of the supplemental 
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pneumatic influences the opening movement 
of said valve. 

6. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism including a wind chest having 
one chamber communicating with said ex 
hausting means and another chamber com 
municating with said striker pneumatics, a 
pneumatic having a valve operatively con 
nected there with adapted to control the port 
area through which exhaust is transmitted 
from One of said chambers to the other, a sup plemental pneumatic and connections where 
by a collapsing movement of the supplemen 
tal pneumatic influences the opening move 
ment of Said valve and a normally closed 
Valve on the action side of the first named 
Valve and means responsive to perforations 
in the music sheet for simultaneously open 
ing. Said second named valve and actuating 
Said supplemental pneumatic. 

7. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a chambered wind 
chest between the exhausting means and the striker pneumatics, a pneumatic having ports 
communicating with different chambers in 
said wind chest, a valve actuable by said 
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pneumatic for controlling the effective area 
of One of Said ports, a plurality of supple 
mental pneumatics each adapted to transmit 
a different force, and means for transmitting 
the movement of any of said supplemental 
pneumatics to said first named pneumatic. 

S. In combination with the striker pneu 
matics and exhausting means of a pneumatic 
musical instrument, an expression control 
mechanism comprising a chambered wind 
chest between the exhausting means and the 
striker pneumatics, a pneumatic having ports 
communicating with different chambers in 
Said wind chest, a valve actuable by said pneumatic for controlling the effective area 
of one of said ports, a plurality of supple 
mental pneumatics each adapted to transmit 
a different force, means for transmitting the 
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movement of any of said supplemental pneu 
matics to said first named pneumatic and 
means controlled by the music sheet for selec 
tively actuating any one of said supplemental pneumatics. 

9. The apparatus of claim 7 in combination 
with tracker controlled means arranged to 
render one of said supplemental pneumatics 
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non-operative in the event that two expres 
sion control ports of the tracker are simul 
taneously uncovered. - 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto signed 

my name. 
REINHOLD BUKOW. 


